INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
Convex mirrors
To make sure to be seen and to see any dangers around, the
installation of a convex mirror is vital.
Sylprotec offers
different sizes and forms of convex mirrors. Without any
doubts you will find the one to suit your needs.
Anti-tiredness carpet
Is the hardness of the floor causing you leg pain or low back
pain? If so, you will be interest by our anti-tiredness carpets.
Anti-tiredness carpet are separate in 2 groups; for dry areas
and for wet areas. Moreover, the choice of different materials
will assure you of a great durability.
Removable screens
Sylprotec removable screens selection includes; screen with
insulating strap of the cold, welding screens and tailored made
removable curtains. Removable curtains can be install either
from the ceiling of from the floor.
Moreover, the great
selection of materials will answer the most extreme
requirements. Materials are made of vinyl, flame resistant
cotton, kevlars and aluminized kevlars.
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ACRYLIC MIRRORS
To maximize security at a glance. Safety mirrors dome 360 °, 180 ° or 90 °, reduce the risk of accidents due to
blind corners in your warehouse or factory. Made very sturdy and durable acrylic. All mirrors have a black
protective edge. Ideal locations: 360 ° 4-way intersections, T-junctions 180 °, 90 ° angle intersections

CODE
M86
M86-24
M86-33
M86-48

CODE

DESCRIPTION
Hemispheric mirror 3600
Hemispheric mirror 3600
Hemispheric mirror 3600
Hemispheric mirror 3600

DESCRIPTION

DIAMETER

18 in.
24 in.
33 in.
48 in.

DIAMETER
0

M88
M88-24
M88-33
M88-48

Hemispheric mirror 180
Hemispheric mirror 1800
Hemispheric mirror 1800
Hemispheric mirror 1800

CODE
M89
M89-24
M89-33
M89-48

DESCRIPTION
Hemispheric mirror 900
Hemispheric mirror 900
Hemispheric mirror 900
Hemispheric mirror 900

18 in.
24 in.
33 in.
48 in.

DIAMETER

18 in.
24 in.
33 in.
48 in.

CONVEX MIRROR FOR INSIDE OR OUTSIDE
CODE

DESCRIPTION

DIAMETER

M64
Acrylic convex interior mirror
M64-18 Acrylic convex interior mirror

12 in.
18 in.

M64-26 Acrylic convex interior mirror

26 in.

M64-30 Acrylic convex interior mirror

30 in.

M64-36 Acrylic convex interior mirror

36 in.

These convex mirrors, acrylic light help to surveillance and the prevention of accidents. Each mirror includes
adjustable mounting brackets. Viewing angle of 100 ° and pivot mounting ball. The telescopic arm adjusts from
15 "to 21". To the inside or outside.
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ANTI-TIREDNESS CARPETS

Studies made at Michigan University, ergonomics department, showed that tiredness caused by long periods of standing up have heavily
injured workers whom are suffering painful consequences. Furthermore, this caused billions of dollars due to a lower productivity,
absenteeism and an increase in insurance premiums for employees and companies.

PROBLEM
One of the most common cause of physical
tiredness is standing up on hard floor for long
periods of time. The tension applied to the neck,
legs and to the arch of the foot has a direct impact
on worker’s health and productivity.

Compressed muscles and articulations.

Slowed down blood flow.

Neck and low back tension.

Varicose veins.

Heel and foot arch pain.
The heart must work more causing a general loss
of energy and reducing working capacities.
Michigan university’s study reveals that 83% of
United States industrial labour had foot & leg
problems and that 15% of declared injuries were
caused by chronic problems affecting end of limbs
and that most of these events are related to long
standing up periods.

SOLUTION
Study made on premises revealed an important
correlation between surface condition and worker’s
productivity. The more the surface is comfortable
the less the worker suffers from tiredness.

The softness stimulates the leg muscles

It maintains a normal blood flow.

The improvement in the blood flow reduce
pain and discomfort.

Minimize tiredness and tension, more
specifically in the neck and lower back.
After many years of researches and tests, we have
developed and anti-tiredness carpet kit likely to
answer all of the industry needs as well as the worker’s comfort.
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ANTI-TIREDNESS CARPETS & NON-SKID BANDS
NON-SKID BANDS








Self-adhesive band, recurrent surface.
Pre-cut bands, 50 per box.
Available in black only.
Available in roll or pre-cut bands.
Can be installed on metal, concrete and wood.
Exterior or interior installation.
Resistant to most of the common chemical products.

CODE

BAND’S DIMENSIONS

CODE

Box of

PIAS

Band 3/4 in. X 24 in.

50

PIAS-5.5

Band 5 1/2 in. X 5 1/2 in.

50

PIAS-6

Band 6 in. X 24 in.

50

ROLL’S DIMENSIONS

PIA

Roll 1 in. X 60 ft.

PIA-02

Roll 2 in. X 60 ft.

PIA-03

Roll 3 in. X 60 ft.

PIA-04

Roll 4 in. X 60 ft.

PIA-06

Roll 6 in. X 60 ft.

PIA-12

Roll 12 in. X 60 ft.

COMFORT-KING









1/2 in. carpet made of 100% Zedlan.
Granular, extremely abrasive and anti-skid surface.
Static electricity dissipater 109.
Bevelled edge to reduce tripping risks.
Choice of 3 colors: black, steel grey and royal blue.
Available in roll and carpet.
Softer than vinyl even at low temperature.
More resistant than vinyl and other stratified surfaces.

Other dimensions available upon request.
Other colors available. Add G for grey or B for blue.
CODE

CARPET’S DIMENSIONS

CODE

ROLL’S DIMENSIONS

PIK

Carpet 2 ft. X 3 ft. black

PIK-37

Roll 3 ft. X 60 ft. black

PIK-35

Carpet 3 ft. X 5 ft. black

PIK-48

Roll 4 ft. X 60 ft. black

PIK-36

Carpet 3 ft. X 10 ft. black

PIK-PI2

Tailored made carpet, square foot black
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SPECIAL CARPETS
WORKER`S DELIGHT
DECK PLATE







Reverse side amalgamate with Zedlan.
Thickness: 3/8 or 1/2 in. Zedlan.
Remains flexible in cold weather.
Scattered diamonds pattern for better grip.
Carpet is more mellow, flexible and has more grip.
Yellow coloured edges.

Other dimensions available upon request:

CODE

CODE

CARPET’S DEMENSIONS

ROLL’S DIMENSIONS

PIP

Carpet 3/8 in. X 2 ft. X 3 ft. black

PIP-260R

Roll 1/2 in. X 2 ft. X 60 ft. black

PIP-35

Carpet 3/8 in. X 3 ft. X 5 ft. black

PIP-360R

Roll 1/2 in. X 3 ft. X 60 ft. black

PIP-312

Carpet 3/8 in. X 3 ft. X 12 ft. black

PIP-460R

Roll 1/2 in. X 4 ft. X 60 ft. black

SAFEWALK LIGHT
 1/2 in. Vulcanized rubber carpet with cylindrical flow openings
and rising grooves.
 All sides bevelled.
 Available colors: Black (general purpose), brick red
(grease resistant).

CODE

DESCRIPTION

PIS

Carpet 1/2 in. X 3 ft. X 5 ft. black

PISL-31

Carpet 1/2 in. X 3 ft. X 10 ft. black

PISL-32

Carpet 1/2 in. X 3 ft. X 20 ft. black

Replace N with the letter corresponding to the color: R for red, G for gray.
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CURTAINS

 To isolate from cold.
 To isolate from dusts.
 Welding screen
 2 types of thickness available.
 3 sizes of band width.
Bands come with a 90º steel band of 2 in. X 2 in. X 3/16 in., centered holes every 2 in.. Otherwise,
order a 1/4 in. plate bar with centered holes every 2 in. Bolts, nuts & joints are included. You only
have to specified the desired length.

CODE

SIZE

MATERIALS

AGVS112C 6 in. X 60 mil.

Clear vinyl 2 in. overlap

AGVS222C 8 in. X 80 mil.

Clear vinyl 2 in. overlap

AGVS224C 8 in. X 80 mil.

Clear vinyl 4 in. overlap

AGVS324C 12 in. X 80 mil.

Clear vinyl 4 in. overlap

AGVS326C 12 in. X 80 mil.

Clear vinyl 6 in. overlap
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CURTAIN’S FABRICS

PVC vinyl sheet 14 mil., flame resistant, meets
CPAI-84 Fire Marshall’s of California standards,
registration #F191. These transparent vinyl sheets
exceeds OSHA standards. Sold in ft².
Ideal Tig & Mig welding station.
This fabric is especially formulated to absorb
dangerous ultraviolet rays and to avoid flashes.

This series let the light go thru at 100%. Ideal
for confined machinery and where particulates
may be thrown. Resistant to: flame, water,
grease, oil and most common acid .
Not to be used as welding screen.

CODE

THICKNESS

COLOR

AGFC001

14 mil

Yellow

AGFC002

14 mil

Orange

AGFC003

14 mil

Blue

AGFC004

14 mil

Green

AGFC005

14 mil

Green grade 8

CODE

THICKNESS

COLOR

AGFC007

16 mil

Clear

AGFC008

20 mil

Clear

AGFC009

40 mil

Clear

On regular curtains vinyl hooks are placed every 12 in.
When ordering you must specified if you want hooks on top or on contour.

ACCESSORIES
AGCG001 Hook for curtain (tube 1 in. X 2 in.)
AGCG002 Hook for curtain, roll or tube 7/8 in.
AGCG003 S hook (for 1/4 in. de diameter)
AGCG004 « see thru » Repair kit (12 in. X 24 in.) specify color
* Other type of fabrics: from vinyl to Kevlar.
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POST MOUNTING CURTAINS
ALL NECESSARY PARTS INCLUDED
AGCG106
 To isolate from dusts.
 Welding screen.
 Different materials available.
 Vinyl 14 mil, clear, yellow,

 To tie length to support on their
entire distance.

orange, blue and black.
 Vinyl 16, 20 et 40 mil clear.
 Cotton 10, 15 et 20 oz.
Flame resistant.
 Any many more….

AGCG102
 Nylon castors with S hook.
 Riveted castors to steel frame.

AGCG100
 Extra durable rail,
aluminum 0.125.

 1 in. de width X 2 1/2 in. height.
 Maximum length of 10 feet.

AGCG110
AGCG107

AGCG104

 Wall fastenings to attach pole  Extra durable steel fastening to
to wall.

attach pole.

AGCG101
 2 in. X 2 in. extra durable post.
 Base every 10 feet of rail.
 Specify size when ordering.

 Curved at 90º, extra
durable aluminum 0.125.

 4 feet long.
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SUSPENDED MOUNTING CURTAINS
ALL NECESSARY PARTS INCLUDED

AGCG112

 C fastening, accept threaded

AGCG108

rods to fix rail at the right
height.

 Extra durable ceiling fastener allows a
closer mounting to the ceiling.

AGCG114
 Steel threaded rod 3/8 in.
 Rod every 10 feet of rail.

AGCG104

AGCG116

 Extra durable steel fastening to attach
pole.

 3/8 in. adaptor to join threaded
rod to threaded hook.

AGCG118
AGCG107
 Wall fastenings to attach pole to
wall.

 Threaded hook.

AGCG106
AGCG102
 Nylon castors with S
hook.

 Riveted castors to steel
frame.

AGCG100

AGCG101

 Extra durable, aluminum

 Curved at 90º, extra

0.125.

 1 in. width X 2 1/2 in.

durable aluminum 0.125.

 To tie length to support on their
entire distance.

height .

 Maximum length of 10 feet.
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WELDING SCREEN

 Made of vinyl especially design to avoid flashes.
 Offered in different colors: yellow, blue and clear.
 Possibility to add castors.
 Easy assembly, made of steel tubes.
 Available in different sizes: single, double, triple or quadruple panels.
 Another size available.

CODE
AGP54
AGP54-2
AGP54-3
AGP54-4
AGP56
AGP56-2
AGP56-3
AGP56-4
AGP58
AGP58-2
AGP58-3
AGP58-4
AGP68
AGP68-2
AGP68-3
AGP68-4
AGPR

PAN.
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

SIZE OF PANEL
Simple panel welding screen, 5 feets higth X 4 feets large, (choice of vinyl)
2 panels welding screen, 5 feets higth X 4 feets large, (choice of vinyl)
3 panels welding screen, 5 feets higth X 4 feets large, (choice of vinyl)
4 panels welding screen, 5 feets higth X 4 feets large, (choice of vinyl)
Simple panel welding screen, 5 feets higth X 6 feets large, (choice of vinyl)
2 panels welding screen, 5 feets higth X 6 feets large, (choice of vinyl)
3 panels welding screen, 5 feets higth X 6 feets large, (choice of vinyl)
4 panels welding screen, 5 feets higth X 6 feets large, (choice of vinyl)
Simple panel welding screen, 5 feets higth X 8feets large, (choice of vinyl)
2 panels welding screen, 5 feets higth X 8 feets large, (choice of vinyl)
3 panels welding screen, 5 feets higth X 8 feets large, (choice of vinyl)
4 panels welding screen, 5 feets higth X 8 feets large, (choice of vinyl)
Simple panel welding screen, 6 feets higth X 8 feets large, (choice of vinyl)
2 panels welding screen, 6 feets higth X 8 feets large, (choice of vinyl)
3 panels welding screen, 6 feets higth X 8 feets large, (choice of vinyl)
4 panels welding screen, 6 feets higth X 8 feets large, (choice of vinyl)
Casters for welding screen, (2)
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WELDING SCREEN
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WELDING SCREEN
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